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Following the discovery of the Groningen Gas Field in 1959 in
the Netherlands, there was a tremendous upsurge in interest in the
possibility of discovering hydrocarbons on the North Sea Continental
Shelf. And when the real and potential gas reserves of that field
became known, the interest became intense. Groningen is today the
largest gas field in the world, its probable reserves having been esti-
mated at 65.3 trillion cubic feet.'
When legislation was enacted in the United Kingdom in 1964
authorizing the granting of licenses for the production of hydrocarbons
in the United Kingdom portion of the North Sea, 50 companies were
granted such licenses." In 1965 Norway granted production licenses
to 24 entities.' As of August 1, 1967, 83 wells had been drilled on
the Continental Shelf underlying the North Sea ' and sizable gas
reserves had been discovered in the United Kingdom sector.'
* General Counsel, Amerada Petroleum Corporation. LL.B., Washburn Uni-
versity; LL.M. and S.J.D., University of Michigan; adjunct professor of oil and
gas law, University of Tulsa.
t Paper presented at the joint program on "Developing the Resources of the
Sea" of the Section of Mineral and Natural Resources Law and the Section of
International and Comparative Law, American Bar Association, Honolulu,
Hawaii, August 8, 1967.
1 Oil and Gas Journal, April 24, 1967, at 68; World Petroleum, Aug. 1, 1967,
at 26.
2 The London Gazette, September 22, 1964, at 8036.
3 Oil and Gas Journal, August 30, 1965, at 68, December 27, 1966, at 75.
4 These wells are located in the sectors of the United Kingdom, Norway,
the Federal Republic of Germany, Denmark, and the Netherlands. No wells
have been drilled in the Belgium or French sectors.
United Kingdom Gas Council Director of Production and Supplies, Mr.
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I. The Basis for Assertion of Jurisdiction Over Hydrocarbons Beneath
the Sea
A fundamental concept of customary international law I about
which there seems to be little or no dispute is that the coastal state,
with certain exceptions, exercises "full and exclusive sovereignty over
the territorial sea, its bed and subsoil and the air space above it."
Starting with this concept, there never seems to have been any serious
question about the right of a coastal state to explore for and produce
oil and gas from the seabed underlying its territorial waters. This is
not to suggest that there has been any unanimity of opinion concerning
the extent of the territorial waters. Some nations, such as the United
States and Great Britain, have historically contended that the breadth
of the territorial sea is limited to three miles, while other states, such
as Chile, Ecuador, and Peru, have "claimed 200 miles of territorial
sea," claims which appear to be "clearly contrary to international
law." But beyond territorial waters, until the advent of recent devel-
opments herein discussed, real doubt existed concerning the right of
a coastal state to explore for oil and gas on the Continental Shelf.
Indeed, in 1918, in response to a letter from a U.S. citizen asserting
the discovery of oil in the Gulf of Mexico some 40 miles frbm land,
the State Department declared that "the United States has no jurisdic-
tion over the ocean bottom of the Gulf of Mexico beyond the terri-
torial waters adjacent to the coast." 'a
A sharply different view from that expressed by the State Depart-
ment in 1918 was proclaimed by President Truman on September 28,
1945, at a time when knowledge of the Continental Shelf had greatly
D. E. Rooke, has indicated that the United Kingdom North Sea gas reserves
may exceed 30 trillion cubic feet. World Oil, June 1967, at 9.
"Customary law, like all law, is positive, man-made law .... Treaty and
custom are two different, independent procedures for creating international
legal norms. The treaty procedure leads only to norms of particular international
law: custom can lead to norms of particular or general international law: but
we speak of custom here only as a procedure for creating rules of general
international law." Kunz, "The Nature of Customary Law," 47 Am. .. Int'l L.
662, 665 (1953).
7 Campbell, "International Law Developments Concerning National Claims
to and in Offshore Areas," in Oil and Gas Operations: Legal Considerations in
the Tidelands and on the Land (Slovenko ed. 1963).
s Dean, "The Geneva Conference on the Law of the Sea: What was Ac-
complished," 52 Am. J. Int'l L. 607, 609 (1958).
9 Kunz, "Continental Shelf and International Law: Confusion and Abuse,"
50 Am. J. Int'l L. 828, 849 (1956).
,a McDougal and Burke, The Public Order of Ocean, p. 636, n. 218.
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increased and experts estimated that sizable reserves of hydrocarbons
were entrapped in "many parts of the continental shelf off the coasts
of the United States of America." Truman stated that
the Government of the United States regards the natural re-
sources of the subsoil and sea bed of the continental shelf be-
neath the high seas but contiguous to the coasts of the United
States as appertaining to the United States, subject to its juris-
diction and control. . . . The character as high seas of the
waters above the continental shelf and the right to their free and
unimpeded navigation are in no way thus affected. 10
The Truman Proclamation precipitated the promulgation of other
proclamations by numerous states, some similar and some dissimilar,
and led to what is now fairly well recognized as the Doctrine of the
Continental Shelf." Its origin and significance have been categorized
as follows:
The doctrine of the continental shelf is the outcome of the
fact that petroleum is highly needed, that geologists have located
great resources of petroleum below the waters of the continental
shelf and that engineering progress has made possible the extrac-
tion of this oil.... [T]he doctrine was inaugurated by President
Truman's Proclamation of September 28, 1945, which makes it
10 Proclamation No. 2667, 10 Fed. Reg. 12303 (1945); 4 Whiteman, Digest
of International Law 756 (1965).
11 It was not always so well recognized. In 1939 a 75-year concession was
granted to Petroleum Development (Trucial Coast) Ltd. by the Sheikh of Abu
Dhabi covering "the whole of the lands which belong to the rule of the Ruler of
Abu Dhabi and its dependencies and all the islands and the sea water which
belong to that area." A dispute arose concerning whether the concession in-
cluded oil rights in the Persian Gulf in the submarine areas lying outside the
territorial sea. In the Abu Dhabi Case, 1951, Lord Asquith, in an arbitration
proceeding, held that there was no such doctrine, saying:
"At that time [1939] neither contracting party had ever heard of the doctrine
of the Continental Shelf, which as a legal doctrine did not then exist. No
thought of it entered their heads. None such entered that of the most sophisti-
cated jurisconsult, let alone the 'understanding' perhaps strong, but 'simple and
unschooled' of the Trucial Sheikhs. '. . . it seems to me that it would be a
most artificial refinement to read back into the contract the implications of a
doctrine not mooted till seven years later, and, if the view which I am about
to express is sound, not even today admitted to the canon of international
law. . . .' Neither the practice of nations nor the pronouncements of learned
jurists give any certain or consistent answer to many-perhaps most-of these
questions. I am of opinion that there are in this field so many ragged ends
and unfilled blanks, so much that is merely tentative and exploratory, that in
no form can the doctrine claim as yet to have assumed hitherto the hard
lineaments or the definitive status of an established rule of international law."
4 Whiteman, Digest o/International Law 747-49 (1965); 1 Int. and Comp. L. Q.
253-256 (1952).
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perfectly clear that it is not intended to infringe upon the prin-
ciple of the freedom of the high seas. . . .A great number of
proclamations and states have more or less followed this re-
stricted doctrine as claimed in President Truman's Procla-
mation. 12
Many proclamations, however, asserted sovereign claims over the
waters, as distinguished from jurisdictional assertions over the natural
resources, thus impinging upon the doctrine of the freedom of the high
seas. In view of these conflicting claims, the International Law Com-
mission, at its third session in 195 1, adopted draft articles on the Con-
tinental Shelf for the consideration of the governments of the various
states affected. Pursuant to a United Nations General Assembly
resolution, a Conference on the Law of the Sea met at Geneva,
Switzerland, from February 24 to April 27, 1958, with 86 countries
present. Four conventions emerged, including the one on the Con-
tinental Shelf,' which was approved at the Plenary Session on April
26, 1958, by 57 votes in favor, including that of the United States, 3
votes opposing and 8 abstentions; 17 countries signed the Convention
at Geneva; 19 more countries signed subsequently." On May 11,
1964, the United Kingdom ratified the Convention, making it the
22nd state to ratify or accede and brought the convention into full
force on June 10, 1964; 36 states have now ratified or acceded to the
Convention.
It has been said that perhaps "the most significant of the four
conventions adopted at Geneva is the Convention on the Continental
Shelf." 12 In fact, the Chairman of the United States delegation,
Mr. Arthur H. Dean, has said that "The Convention on the Con-
tinental Shelf adopted at the Geneva Conference represents the first
12Kunz, supra note 9, at 828-829. Compare, however, Woodliffe, "The
Continental Shelf Act 1964-A Comment," who says: "[I]t is extremely doubt-
ful whether relevant rules of international customary law had evolved before
the 1958 Convention. A handful of unilateral declarations, widely differing
in content and scope, hardly satisfies the strict standards of proof required to
support the existence of a universal rule of international customary law."
3 The Solicitor Quarterly 339, 340 (1964).
". The other three conventions were (I) Convention on the Territorial Sea
and the Contiguous Zone, (2) Convention on the High Seas, (3) Convention
on the Fishing and Conservation of the Living Resources of the High Seas.
For a discussion of these conventions, see Dean, op. cit. supra note 8.
14 Whiteman, "Conference on the Law of the Sea: Convention on the
Continental Shelf," 52 Am. J. Int'l L. 629, 659 (1958).
15 Campbell, supra note 7, at 56.
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worldwide accord on the subject and is highly satisfactory to the United
States." 16
II. The Application of the Continental Shelf Convention to the North
Sea and Implementing Legislation
The waters of the North Sea at their greatest depth do not exceed
200 meters, except for the Norwegian Trough. 7 Further, in the
geologic sense, it is undisputed that the Continental Shelf of Western
Europe underlies the North Sea. 8 Hence this paper will not deal with
the intriguing legal question being debated by some writers concerning
whether Article 1 of the Convention limits a coastal state's jurisdiction
to those "submarine areas adjacent to the coast" "9 or whether a
coastal state has jurisdiction over any submarine area no matter how
16 Dean, supra note 8, at 607, 619.
7 ". . . the North Sea (the northern boundary of which is taken to be the
62nd parallel) covers part of the great Continental Shelf that fringes the
European Atlantic Coast and surrounds the British Isles. It decreases from a
depth of about 200 metres in the north to about 30 metres in the south, deepen-
ing to a little more than 50 metres again towards the English Channel. The
only deep water lies in a narrow zone, the Norwegian Channel, which follows
the coast of southern Norway closely from the Skagerrak to the Norwegian
Sea. Apart from this zone, the Tower of Shell Centre (351 feet above pave-
ment level), for example, would stand well out of the sea if it were placed on
the bottom anywhere south of a line between Norway and the extreme north
of Scotland." Brouwer, "The North Sea," a paper presented to the 20th Inter-
national Geographical Congress, at 10, London (1964).
18 Shepard, Submarine Geology 105, 137 (1948).
19 Mr. Oliver L. Stone, in an excellent discussion of this point, takes the
position that ".., there is a geographical limit, despite technical capability
(and the median line of Article 6), which circumscribes the extent to which
a coastal nation can validly assert 'exclusive sovereign rights' to explore the
seabed and to exploit its naturat resources. This circumscribing factor lies
in the definition's use of the words 'submarine areas adjacent to the coast.'
I take these words as a qualification of what follows in the definition. Other-
wise, they are meaningless. Of course, the expression 'submarine areas adja-
cent to the coast' is, itself, imprecise. . . . That, however, does not mean that
it confers limitless rights. What constitutes a 'submarine area adjacent to the
coast' will have to be resolved judicially or by agreement on an ad hoc basis
with due regard to the circumstances." Stone, Some Legal Aspects of Ofshore
Oil and Gas Operations, a paper presented at First Annual Law of the Sea
Institute, University of Rhode Island, at 30-31 (1966). Expressing a similar
view, Mr. Grunawalt says: "In summary, it is submitted that the Convention
on the Continental Shelf does not include within its framework areas of the
seabed which are not either (1) immediately adjacent to the coastal state or
(2) a part of the geological continental shelf." Grunawalt, "The Acquisition
of the Resources of the Bottom of the Sea-a New Frontier of International
Law," 34 Military L. Rev. 101, 129 (1966).
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deep the water or how distant from the coast (out to the median line
of Article 6) so long as "the depth of the superjacent waters admits
of . . . exploitation." "' Neither will this paper deal with the ques-
tion: "The Administration of Marine Resources Underlying the High
Seas: Should They be Administered by the United Nations?"-a
question considered at a recent ABA Institute.2 1 Nor will it deal with
the question of whether in an effort to resolve the uncertainties which
surround the interpretation of Article 1, the Convention should be
revised so as to specify an absolute water depth and an absolute
distance from the coast beyond which the Convention would be in-
applicable. The pertinent geographical and geological facts which
surround the North Sea Shelf, coupled with the fact that all North Sea
coastal states are either expressly or tacitly recognizing the principles
of the Convention, make examination of these questions unnecessary.
The North Sea has seven coastal states: the United Kingdom,
France, Belgium, the Netherlands, the Federal Republic of Germany,
20 "Notwithstanding an ostensible 200 metre depth dividing line for the
Continental Shelf, the Convention's addendum to that logical division founded
on geological fact, has actually drawn a median line through every one of the
Great Seas of Mankind with full sovereign rights to the seabed and subsoil
allotted accordingly ...... Bernfeld, "Exploitation of Minerals in and Under
the Seas Under Sanction of Law-The Geneva Conventions of 1958 and
Beyond," a paper presented at Symposium on Private Investments Abroad,
International and Comparative Law Center of The Southwestern Legal Founda-
tion, Dallas, Texas at 35 (1967).
21 National Institute on Marine Resources held at Long Beach, California,
June 8-10, 1967, and sponsored by the Section of Mineral and Natural Resources
Law of the American Bar Association. The following papers were presented:
Ely, "The Administration of Mineral Resources Underlying the High Seas";
Burke, "A Negative View of Proposals for United Nations Ownership of Ocean
Mineral Resources"; Christy, "Alternative Regimes for the Minerals of the Sea
Floor."
22 "It seems clear that an amendment which would not effect a divestiture
of claimed title would have a greater chance of succeeding than that which
would. For this reason, it would appear desirable to choose a figure in the
magnitude of 2,000 meters if an absolute depth limit is to be used for the
shelf. This depth, I am advised, would encompass all known continental shelves
and continental slopes, geologically speaking." Krueger, "The Convention on
the Continental Shelf and the Need for its Revision" at 11-12, a paper presented
at the Institute cited in the footnote above: "It is recommended that Article 1
of the Convention on the Continental Shelf be revised to provide that the 'shelf'
be defined as that part of the seabed which is located within a distance of
200 miles of the coastline and beyond that limit to a maximum depth of
1000 meters." Grunawalt, "The Acquisition of the Resources at the Bottom
of the Sea-A New Frontier of International Law," 34 Military L. Rev. 101,
131 (1966).
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Denmark, and Norway. The United Kingdom, France, the Nether-
lands, and Denmark have ratified or acceded to the Convention.
Those portions of the Shelf underlying the North Sea over which the
Convention gives the coastal states "sovereign rights for the purpose
of exploring" are shown in the figure which follows. The median
lines are drawn on the assumption that the equidistant formula set
forth in Article 6 of the Convention will be observed.
The North Sea and the Continental Shelf Convention
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It is the official view that Norway should not accede to the Con-
vention because of the fear that accession might prejudice her claim
to what she now considers to be the effective median line. 8 At the
north end of the North Sea there is a deep trough in the Skagerrak
which follows the southern coast of Norway,24 in which trough the
waters greatly exceed 200 meters in depth. Norway is claiming rights
over the Shelf in the North Sea out to the median line, ignoring the
trough and taking the position that this trough is merely a depression
in the Continental Shelf which properly appertains to Norway. Ap-
parently the other interested states are conceding Norway's claim 21
because she has negotiated boundary agreements with the United
Kingdom and Denmark establishing the median line by using the
Article 6 equidistant formula. -°"
The United Kingdom and the Netherlands, and also Denmark
and the Netherlands have likewise agreed on the median line using
the same formula.27 On February 2, 1967, two special agreements
were concluded for submitting to the International Court of Justice
the differences (1) between Denmark and the Federal Republic of
Germany and (2) the Federal Republic of Germany and the Nether-
lands concerning where the median line ought to be drawn. 8
A. Legislation in the United Kingdom Authorizing the Granting of
Licenses in the North Sea
Several of the North Sea coastal states have authorized or are
about to authorize oil and gas exploration in the North Sea, but only
the legislation in the United Kingdom and Norway will be discussed
23 Young, "Offshore Claims and Problems in the North Sea," 59 Am. J.
Int'lL. 505, 511 (1965).
24 Shepard, op. cit. supra note 18, at 137.
25 Shawcross, "The Law of the Continental Shelf," a paper presented to the
20th International Geographical Congress, pp. 40-41, London, 1964; Dean,
"Geneva Convention on the Continental Shelf," 41 Tul. L. Rev. 419, 426
(1967).
26 15 Int. and Comp. L. Q. 904 (1966). Agreement between the United
Kingdom and Norway was signed on March 10, 1965, and ratifications were
exchanged June 29, 1965.
27 Id. at 904. Two agreements between the United Kingdom and the Nether-
lands were signed October 6, 1965, and ratifications were exchanged Decem-
ber 23, 1966. Agreement between the United Kingdom and Denmark was
signed March 3, 1966, and ratifications were exchanged February 6, 1967.
28 The Am. Soc. of Int'l L. letter to members for April 1967.
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here.2 9 The United Kingdom was the 22nd state to ratify the Conven-
tion, thus bringing it into effect. To provide a basis in municipal law
for oil and gas exploration the Parliament enacted the Continental
Shelf Act 1964. The Act provided:
Any rights exercisable by the United Kingdom outside territorial
waters with respect to the sea bed and subsoil and their natural
resources, . . . are hereby vested in Her Majesty.3
The Act further authorized Her Majesty by Order in Council to
"designate any area as an area within which the rights mentioned
[above] are exercisable. . . ." Such designations have been made and
the areas in the North Sea which have been so designated extend to
the median line.31
B. The United Kingdom Regulations
Of great importance to companies which have acquired or which
may acquire acreage in the United Kingdom North Sea sector are the
Regulations which the Minister of Power has promulgated.3 These
Regulations specify (1) who may make application for licenses, (2)
the form of application, and (3) the terms and provisions which the
licenses will contain (the model clauses)."
Two kinds of licenses may be issued: Exploration licenses and
Production Licenses. Only citizens of the United Kingdom and
Colonies who are resident in the United Kingdom and companies
which are incorporated in the United Kingdom may apply for either
29 For a discussion of the applicable municipal law and other related matters
in Denmark, the Federal Republic of Germany, and the Netherlands see
Young, "Offshore Claims and Problems in the North Sea," 59 Am. J. Int'l L.
505, 512-16 (1965).
30 Continental Shelf Act 1964, Sec. 1 (1).
31 Continental Shelf (Designation of Areas) Order 1964, No. 697. Conti-
nental Shelf (Designation of Additional Areas) Order 1965, No. 1531.
32 "These Regulations are, in fact, the oil code for the U. K. Continental
Shelf containing, in their text and schedules, the charter of rights and obliga-
tions of licensees." Gombos, "Continental Shelf Act, 1964," The Law Society's
Gazette 475, 477, July 1964.
93The Petroleum (Production) (Continental Shelf and Territorial Sea)
Regulations 1964; The Petroleum (Production) Regulations 1966. The 1966
Regulations are in the main identical to the 1964 Regulations and are ap-
plicable to those licenses granted subsequent to August 8, 1966. Because
these two sets of regulations are virtually identical, although in some instances
there are important differences, the 1966 Regulations will be cited herein.
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type of license." An Exploration License is non-exclusive,3 5 has a
three-year term, 6 may cover all or any part of the United Kingdom
North Sea sector (except areas on which Production Licenses have
been granted)," and contemplates geophysical and other types of
exploratory operations but does not "include any right to get pe-
troleum." 11
A Production License grants unto the licensee "EXCLUSIVE
LICENSE AND LIBERTY . . . to search and bore for, and get,
petroleum in the sea bed and subsoil under the seaward area" " for a
term of six years with the right to renew for an additional forty years
not more than "one-half of the area originally comprised in" the
license."0 The area covered by a license may be "one or more blocks,"
each of which blocks is numbered and except for irregular blocks
contains approximately 250 square kilometers (about 98 square
miles).1 Other important provisions are:
1. The Licencee shall ensure that all petroleum won and saved
from the licensed area . . . shall be delivered on shore in
the United Kingdom unless the Minister gives notice of his
consent in writing to delivery elsewhere .... ,1
2. If any of the events specified in the following paragraph
shall occur then and in any such case the Minister may revoke
this Licence...
(a) if the royalty or consideration provided in the licence is
in arrear or unpaid for two months,
(b) any breach or non-observance by the Licencee of any
of the terms and conditions of this Licence, . . .
(f) any breach or non-observance by the Licencee of the
terms and conditions of a development scheme.4 3
By giving appropriate notice a licensee may surrender all or part of
the licensed area.4 4 However, neither Exploration nor Production
34 The Petroleum (Production) Regulations 1966, Reg. 4.
31 A license is granted to a licensee "in common with all other persons to
whom the like right may have been granted or may hereafter be granted.
The Petroleum (Production) Regulations 1966, Schedule 5, Clause 2.
36 Id., Clause 4.
37 Id., Clause 2.
31 Id., Clause 3.
19 Id., Schedule 4, Clause 2.
40 Id., Clauses 3, 5.
41 The Petroleum (Production) Regulations 1966, Reg. 7(1); World Petro-
leum, November 1964, at 32.
42 The Petroleum (Production) Regulations 1966, Schedule 4, Clause 21(1).
43 Id., Clause 33.
44 Id., Clauses 4, 6.
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Licenses may be assigned without the written consent of the Minister.4"
The Licenses of all heretofore successful applicants have the
following periodic payment and royalty obligations:
Periodic payments-Upon the grant of the license the sum of
25 Pounds ($60.00) for each square kilometer. (This is not a
per year payment but covers the full six year period); there-
after 40 Pounds ($96.00) per square kilometer for the first
year, increasing 25 Pounds ($60.00) per square kilometer per
year every year until an annual sum of 290 Pounds ($696.00)
maximum per square kilometer is reached.46
Royalty-"A royalty at the rate of twelve and a half per cent by
value, from which may be deducted the periodic payments"
required for those years subsequent to the first six.47
Contrary to the practice in the United States under the Outer
Continental Shelf Lands Act,48 licenses have not been awarded on the
basis of the highest bonus bid. Rather the Minister announced that he
would be guided by the following criteria:
First, the need to encourage the most rapid and thorough explo-
ration and economical exploitation of petroleum resources on the
continental shelf. Second, the requirement that the applicant for
a licence shall be incorporated in the United Kingdom and the
profits of the operations shall be taxable here. Thirdly, in cases
where the applicant is a foreign-owned concern, how far British
oil companies receive equitable treatment in that country.
Fourthly, we shall look at the programme of work of the appli-
cant and also at the ability and resources to implement it. Fifthly,
we shall look at the contribution the applicant has already made
or is making towards the development of resources of our conti-
nental shelf and the development of our fuel economy gener-
ally.49
Before awarding licenses to any of the applicants, the practice has
been to call them in separately (or by groups if several were filing
45 1d., Schedule 5, Clause 20; Schedule 4, Clause 32(1).
46 The London Gazette, May 15, 1964, at 4196, and August 6, 1965.
47 Ibid.
48 "The bidding shall be (1) by sealed bids, and (2) at the discretion of
the Secretary, on the basis of a cash bonus with a royalty fixed . . . at not
less than 121/2 percentum ..... 43 U.S.C.A. 1337. See Oil and Gas Journal,
June 19, 1967, at 67 for a summary of the bids made at the most recent Gulf
Coast offshore sale.
49 Parliamentary Debates, House of Commons, Official Report, April 7, 1964,
at 898.
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jointly) to discuss working (drilling) obligations. By this means the
Minister ascertains what working obligations the various applicants
may be willing to assume, a scheme which is contemplated by the
Regulations."0 These discussions, however, are private and the nature
and extent of the working obligations which an applicant has been will-
ing to assume have never been publicly revealed.
C. Legislation in Norway Authorizing the Granting of Licenses in the
North Sea
For the reasons earlier set forth " Norway has not acceded to
the Continental Shelf Convention. She did, however, by Royal Decree
promulgate the Continental Shelf Doctrine." And less than a month
thereafter the Storting (Norwegian Parliament) enacted Provisional
Law of June 21, 1963, relating to the exploitation and exploration of
submarine natural resources. It provides in part as follows:
This Act applies to the exploitation and exploration of natural
resources in the seabed or in its subsoil, as far as the depth of the
superjacent waters admits of exploitation of natural resources,
within as well as outside the maritime boundaries otherwise ap-
plicable, but not beyond the median line in relation to other
states.
The right to submarine natural resources is vested in the State."
D. The Norwegian Regulations
As is true in the United Kingdom, the Norwegian Regulations
specify (1) who may make the application for licenses, (2) the form
of the application, and (3) the conditions upon which such licenses
are granted.
There are two kinds of licenses: the non-exclusive exploration
(Reconnaissance) license, and the exclusive Production license. In
Norway, unlike the United Kingdom, a Reconnaissance license may
50 The Petroleum (Production) Regulations 1966, Schedule 4, Clause 12.
51 Supra, Sec. V.
5 2 "The seabed and subsoil in the submarine areas outside the coast of the
Kingdom of Norway are subject to Norwegian sovereignty in respect of the
exploitation and exploration of natural resources to such extent as the depth
of the superjacent waters admits of the exploitation of the natural resources,
irrespective of the maritime boundaries which are otherwise applicable, but
not beyond the median line in relation to other States." Royal Decree of 31
May 1963.
53 Provisional Law of 21 June 1963, Sections 1, 2.
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be granted to a foreign corporation? 4 A Production license may only
be granted to a foreign corporation, however, if "special reasons should
call for it" and if it has "established a Norwegian branch with a
permanent representative domiciled in Norway. . ..
A Reconnaissance license has a three year term, authorizes all
types of geophysical exploration, and may cover all or any part of
the Norwegian North Sea sector except an area covered by a Produc-
tion license.6
A Production license "gives the licensee exclusive right to ex-
ploration for and exploitation of petroleum...." for a term
of six years, with the right to extend the license for an additional
three years with respect to three-fourths of the area covered "
and a further right to extend the period of the license for forty
years as to one-half of the original area covered, said forty-year
term to commence "after the expiry of the six year period." " And
if "there is reason to believe that a petroleum deposit will continue to
produce after the expiry of the [forty year] period . . . the Ministry
may permit the licensee to continue the production . . ." upon appli-
cation and upon such terms as shall be laid down by the Ministry."0
A Production license may be granted covering one or more blocks,
each of which shall include approximately 500 square kilometers
(approximately 193 square miles) .61
The Regulations contain these additional significant provisions:
1. "The King may decide, if national interests so require, that
produced petroleum, ... shall be landed in Norway ...
2. "In case of serious or repeated violations" of the regulations,
failure to pay the stipulated fees or royalty, or other enumerated in-
fractions, the Minister may revoke a license.6"
3. When a license expires, is surrendered, or revoked, the perma-
nent installations "in the licensed area shall accrue to the State without
compensation." 64
54 Royal Decree of 9 April 1965, Section 4.
55 1d., Sec. 10.
56 Id., Sections 6, 7, 8.
5I Id., Sec. 14.
58 Id., Sec. 20.
59 Id., Sections 21, 23.
60 Id., Sec. 32.
61 Id., Sections 11, 15.
62 Id., Sec. 33.
63 Id., Sec. 48.
64 Id., Sec. 50.
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The Licenses of all successful applicants have the following fee
and royalty obligations:
Fees-A one time fee for the initial six year period of 500 kroner
($70.00) per square kilometer. Thereafter, as to the area cov-
ered an annual fee of 500 kroner ($70.00) per square kilom-
eter, increasing 500 kroner ($70.00) per square kilometer
per year until a maximum of 5,000 kroner ($700.00) per square
kilometer has been reached. 5
Royalty-"The licensee shall pay a 10% royalty on the pro-
duction .... From the royalty can be deducted the area fee for
the licensed area for the year concerned." c"
As in the United Kingdom, licenses have not been awarded
among the competing applicants on the basis of highest bonus bid.
The Ministry of Industry and Handicrafts has considered, among other
things, the drilling obligations which an applicant was willing to per-
form if he were to be granted a Production license. Here, as in the
United Kingdom, these drilling obligations have been determined by
private negotiation with the Ministry of Industry and Handicrafts and
have not been publicly revealed.
Ill. The Applicable Law with Respect to the Shelf
The United Kingdom. The Continental Shelf Act 1964 makes
provision for applying the criminal law of the United Kingdom to any
act or omission which "takes place on, under or above an installation
in a designated area or any waters within 500 metres of such an
installation." 67 It also provides that "Her Majesty may by order in
Council make provision for the determination, in accordance with
the law in force in such part of the United Kingdom as may be
specified in the Order, of questions arising out of acts or omissions
taking place in a designated area,.....
By Continental Shelf (Jurisdiction) Order 1965, "the law in
force in England shall apply for the determination of questions arising
out of acts or omissions taking place in an English area and the law
in force in Scotland shall apply for the determination of questions aris-
05 Id., Sections 18, 25.
661d., Sections 26, 27.
67 Continental Shelf Act 1964, Sec. 3 (1) (a).
68 Id., Sec. 3(2).
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ing out of acts or omissions taking place in a Scottish area." 9 The
border between the English and Scottish areas is specified in the order.
Some statutes have been made specifically applicable to the Shelf
by the Continental Shelf Act 1964; 70 other statutes are applicable by
their own terms. 71 But it is uncertain whether other statutory law
which by its express language makes no reference to the Shelf has any
application.72
Norway. The Norwegian regulations are somewhat more explicit
concerning the applicable Norwegian law on the Shelf. They provide
in part as follows:
If damage or inconvenience is caused, Norwegian law of torts is
applicable. . .. 73
Petroleum extracted on the Continental Shell shall be consid-
ered as extracted in Norway. Unless otherwise provided, Nor-
wegian law shall apply to installations or appliances . . . and
to activities carried out on such installations or appliances or
within the established security zone.
Otherwise, Norwegian law shall apply to activities covered by
this Decree, to the extent this is provided for in rules of law in
force.7 4
IV. The Applicability of Certain Oil and Gas Concepts
A. The Rule of Capture
"Fundamental principles demand immediate restatement." " And
there is no principle in oil and gas law, as it has developed in the
69The Continental Shelf (Jurisdiction) Order 1965, No. 1881.
70 Certain sections of the Submarine Telegraph Act 1885 are made applicable
by Section 8. In addition Sections 6 and 7 provide that by Order in Council the
Wireless Telegraphy Act 1949 and the Radioactive Substances Act 1960 may be
made applicable to installations and waters within five hundred meters of such
installations. The Continental Shelf (Jurisdiction) Order 1965, No. 1881, makes
these statutes applicable.
71 Industrial Development Act 1966, Sections 1(4) and 6(2).
72 For example the Law of Property Act 1925 provides: "This Act extends
to England and Wales only." Sec. 209(3). One writer has expressed the view
that Section 3 (2) of the Continental Shelf Act 1964 "is not so clear as it might
be," has inquired whether "the section [is] restricted to civil wrongs stricto
sensu" and has concluded that "Sect. 3(2) probably has in mind such matters
as the law relating to personal injuries suffered in the course of employ-
ment. ... Woodliffe, supra, note 12, at 339, 346.
73 Royal Decree of 9 April 1965, Sec. 51.
74 Id., Sec. 53.
75 Mills & Willingham, The Law of Oil and Gas, Sec. 1 at 1 (1926).
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United States, more fundamental than the rule of capture; it applies in
every oil and gas producing state.76 That rule may be stated in this
way: One who has the right to drill for and produce oil and gas from
a particular tract of land may so produce such hydrocarbons even
though the oil or gas so produced is drained from beneath the land of
another. At an early date the United States Supreme Court recognized
this principle in Brown v. Spilman, saying:
[Oil and gas] belong to the owner of the land, and are part of it,
so long as they are on it or in it, or subject to his control, but
when they escape and go into other land, or come under an-
other's control, the title of the former owner is gone. If an ad-
joining owner drills his own land and taps a deposit of oil or gas,
extending under his neighbor's field, so that it comes into his
well, it becomes his property. 77
Our inquiry is: Will the rule of capture be deemed applicable among
licensees on the North Sea Continental Shelf?
Turning first to the United Kingdom sector, it seems reasonable
to conclude that the rule of capture will apply with respect to the Shelf
which is offshore England. This conclusion suggests itself because
the rule of capture is based in large measure upon the leading English
case of Acton v. Blundell.78 In that case the defendant, a lessee from
the fee simple owner, had sunk coal pits within a half mile of water
wells located on plaintiff's land, and upon which wells plaintiff had
been relying as his source of water to operate a mill. The defendant
worked his mines in the usual and proper manner, and in so doing
drained away underground percolating water which resulted in the
drying up of plaintiff's wells. The Court held that
the owner of the soil [is entitled to] all that lies beneath his sur-
face; . . . that the person who owns the surface may dig
therein, and apply all that is there found to his own purposes at
his free will and pleasure; and that if, in the exercise of such
right, he intercepts or drains off the water collected from under-
ground springs in his neighbour's well, this inconvenience to his
76 1 Williams & Meyers, Oil and Gas Law, Sec. 204.4 (1964); Shank, "Present
Status of the Rule of Capture," in Sixth Annual Institute on Oil and Gas Law and
Taxation 257 (1955); Hardwicke, "The Rule of Capture and its Implications as
Applied to Oil and Gas," 13 Texas L. Rev. 391 (1935).
77 Brown v. Spilman, 155 U.S. 665, 670 (1895).
78 Acton v. Blundell, 12 M. & W. 324, 152 Eng. Rep. 1223 (Ex. 1843). In
the absence of statutory modification of the rule of Acton v. Blundell still
appears to be the law today in England, see 39 Halsbury's Laws of England,
Sec. 242, 701 (3rd ed. 1962).
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neighbour falls within the description of damnum absque injuria,
which cannot become the ground of an action. 9
In discussing the origin of the rule of capture, Professor Kulp has
said:
The courts turned to the nearest analogies, namely percolating
water and wild animals. Resort was had to the leading English
case of Acton v. Blundell, .. 0
and Mr. Ely says:
This offspring of Acton v. Blundell has been accepted as the
common law as to oil even in states which have repudiated the
parent doctrine as to percolating waters .... 81
Although no cases involving oil and gas in England have been
found, the Judicial Committee of the Privy Council (the ultimate
court of appeal in certain cases), in an appeal from the Appellate
Division of the Supreme Court of Alberta, has indicated, according
to one authority, that "the law of capture will have full sway in
Canada." 82 In that case, Lord Porter stated:
If [either oil or gas] is withdrawn from a portion of the property
which does not belong to the appellant but lies within the same
container and any oil or gas situated in his property thereby
filters from it to the surrounding lands, admittedly he has no
remedy. So, also, if any substance is withdrawn from his prop-
erty, thereby causing any fugacious matter to enter his land, the
surrounding owners have no remedy against him. The only
safeguard is to be the first to get work, in which case, those who
make the recovery become owners of the material which they
withdraw from any well which is situated on their property or
from which they have authority to draw.8 3
Thus, with Acton v. Blundell being the bedrock upon which the rule
was founded in the United States and with the law of oil and gas more
thoroughly developed in the United States than in any other country
having the common law system, and with the Privy Council em-
bracing the rule with respect to Canada, it is the writer's view that
7:1 Acton v. Blundell, 12 M. & W. 324, 354, 152 Eng. Rep. 1223, 1235 (Ex.
1843).
80 Kulp, Oil and Gas Rights, Sec. 10.5 at 511 (1954).
"I Ely, "The Conservation of Oil," 51 Harv. L. Rev. 1209, 1219 (1938).
82 1 Lewis & Thompson, Canadian Oil and Gas, Sec. 45 (1960); see also
Berkheiser v. Berkheiser, 7 D.L.R. 2d 721, 724 (1957).
83 Borys v. C.P.R. Co., 2 D.L.R. 65, 68 (1953).
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the principle will be held to be applicable to the Continental Shelf
offshore England.
Turning our attention now to Scotland and Norway, we make
the same inquiry: Will the rule of capture be applicable to their Shelf
areas? We are met with the threshold question of whether Scotland
and Norway may be said to be part of the civil law world. Whether
or not they neatly fit into that category, the civil law in relation to
them is not clearly inappropriate; 84 it will therefore be briefly ex-
amined.
Acton v. Blundell was a case of first impression, and because of
that the Court looked to Roman law as persuasive authority, for al-
though the "Roman law forms on rule, binding in itself, upon the
subjects of these realms; . . . in deciding a case upon principle,
where no direct authority can be cited from our books, it affords no
small evidence of the soundness of the conclusion at which we have
arrived, if it proves to be supported by that law, the fruit of the
researches of the most learned men, the collective wisdom of ages and
the groundwork of the municipal law of most of the countries in
Europe." 8" Thereupon the Court pointed out that the "authority of
one at least of the learned Roman lawyers appears decisive upon the
point in favor of the defendants." 86
As further evidence of the civil law view, the Supreme Court of
Pennsylvania in an early case declared "[t]he Roman law, founded
upon an enlightened consideration of the rights of property, declared
that . . . 'He may dig for water on his own ground and if he should
thereby drain a well or spring in his neighbour's ground, he would be
liable to no action of damages on that score.' . . . These principles of
the civil law are also the recognized doctrines of the common
law. . ,, 8. And Louisiana, a jurisdiction adhering to civil law
concepts, has unequivocally applied the rule of capture to cases involv-
ing oil and gas. 8 Not unexpectedly, therefore, one writer has ob-
served:
The so-called 'law of capture' relating to hydrocarbons, would
seem to exist with greater vigor in civil law countries. This is so
. Rinfret, "The Relations Between Civil Law and Common Law," The Code
Napoleon and the Common-Law World 378 (Schwartz ed. 1956).
8 Acton v. Blundell, 12 M. & W. 324, 353, 152 Eng. Rep. 1223, 1234 (1843).
8 Id. at 353, 152 Eng. Rep. 1235.
87 Wheatly v. Baugh, 25 Pa. 528, 532 (1855).
88 Higgins Oil & Fuel Co. v. Guaranty Oil Co., 145 La. 233, 82 So. 206
(1919); Rives v. Gulf Refining Co., 133 La. 178, 62 So. 623 (1913); Breaux v.
Pan American Petroleum Corp., 163 So. 2d 406 (La. App. 1964).
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because the basic right of the concessionaire is to extract what-
ever hydrocarbons he may find in his concession. Since the mass
of hydrocarbons is the exclusive property of the State, it would
appear that the concessionaire has at least an implied right to
take advantage of the drainage or migration which result from
normal exploitation practices, and abutting concessionaires are
subject to the risk of drainage by normal exploitation on neigh-
boring concessions. Usually the rights of abutting concessionaires
are protected by legislative prohibition against drilling within
certain distances of such concession. Otherwise, correlative
rights between concessionaires are governed by general law,
i.e., the Civil Codes. It is highly doubtful whether the State can
intervene to prevent drainage which results from normal exploi-
tation without violating the terms of the exploitation conces-
sion.""
It would seem, therefore, that insofar as Scotland and Norway look to
civil law concepts when considering drainage, the likelihood of the
application of the rule of capture is as great as when looking to the
common law.
The role to be played by the rule of capture in North Sea oil and
gas operations has been blunted, and quite properly so, by the con-
servation regulations, hereinafter discussed, in both the United King-
dom and Norway. But it may well have considerable significance
nonetheless. Let us turn to a not unlikely hypothetical fact situation.
Suppose that Licensee A constructs a map based upon geo-
physical surveys which suggest the presence of a structure underlying
Blocks A and B; that the map indicates that the largest portion of the
structure underlies Block A and that but a very small portion underlies
Block B. It being axiomatic that the only way to ascertain whether or
not hydrocarbons have been trapped is to penetrate the structure with
the drill bit, Licensee A undertakes this economic risk and finds gas.
Licensee B, unwilling to take the risk because of the economic hazards
involved and the possibility that only a small portion of the reservoir
lies beneath his tract, does not drill. Pursuant to the rule of capture,
so long as Licensee A bottoms his well at a legal location, he may, if
he discovers natural gas, drain the gas from the common reservoir
underlying both tracts and Licensee B-should he elect to sue Licensee
A-will be unable to recover the value of the gas so drained from his
license area. The State, of course, will receive its royalty from the
well's production whether or not there is drainage.
89 Campbell, "Principles of Mineral Ownership in the Civil Law and Com-
mon Law Systems," 31 Tiu. L. Rev. 303, 311 (1957).
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Admittedly, in many situations where a single oil or gas field
underlies licenses owned by different licensees, there will be voluntary
cooperation among licensees pursuant to which unnecessary wells will
not be drilled and the field will be produced to obtain the greatest
maximum recovery. And this is the way it should be; unnecessary wells
should not be drilled. The concept of "the more wells the more oil"
has long since fallen into disrepute. But there may be circumstances
in which drainage will occur and in which the rule of capture will
apply. In this context it is submitted that the rule of capture serves a
proper and useful function. Dean Kuntz has put it this way:
The production of oil or gas is accomplished only after substan-
tial financial risk and effort have been undertaken. The person
undertaking such an enterprise should be extended protection to
insure to him the enjoyment of the natural fruits of such
enterprise so long as he does not afford some firmly established
property concept ...
In the absence of conservation regulation, the law of capture
remains the basic law of decision and no apologies are required
for its use. When conservation regulation is involved, the law of
capture serves as a point of reference from which the reasonable-
ness of a division of production or market is determined in meas-
uring correlative right.'"
B. The Policy of Oil and Gas Conservation-National and Inter-
national
The unrestricted legal and economic impact of the rule of cap-
ture, as it was once known in the United States,"' will never be felt in
the United Kingdom or Norwegian sectors of the North Sea. In the
first place, the United Kingdom Regulations forbid, without the con-
sent of the Minister, the location of any well closer than 125 meters
from a license boundary line; " the Norwegian regulations require
the licensee to advise the Ministry how far from the license boundary
line any proposed location may be and that the Ministry consent to
such location in writing."
In the second place, unit or cooperative development of adjoining
tracts, a concept squarely at odds with the rule of capture, is envisaged
by the Regulations of both countries. Thus, in the United Kingdom
1 Kuntz, The Law of Oil and Gas, Sec. 4.1 at 89, 91 (1962).
Ely, supra, note 81, at 1209, 1218; Hardwicke, supra, note 76.
"
2 The Petroleum (Production) Regulations 1966, Schedule 4, Clause 14.
Royal Decree of 9 April 1965 for the Continental Shelf, Sec. 39.
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sector, if the Minister is satisfied that one license area forms but part
of a single "oil field" (the definition of oil field includes gas field) and
the other part thereof lies within another license area, and "the Min-
ister shall consider that it is in the national interest in order to secure
the maximum ultimate recovery of petroleum and in order to avoid
unnecessary competitive drilling that the oil field should be worked
and developed as a unit" he may give notice to the licensees to co-
operate in a "development scheme." Should the licensees fail to adopt
a scheme suitable to the Minister, he may himself "prepare a develop-
ment scheme which shall be fair and equitable" to all licensees."4
Failure on the part of a licensee to observe the "conditions of a
development scheme" may result in revocation of the license. 5 The
Norwegian Regulations, though not so detailed, seek a like result."6
It is to be noted that the foregoing regulations contemplate a
scheme of development in a circumstance where a single field lies in
two licensed areas. The regulations do not contemplate a situation in
which one license area is offset by an open unlicensed block.
These far-looking provisions form a basis in national law pur-
suant to which voluntary conservation practices are encouraged, but
failing which, the state has the power to require compliance with a
"development scheme" which must be "fair and equitable" to all
licensees. And if any licensee deems the provisions of a "development
scheme prepared by the Minister" to be objectionable, he may submit
the matter to arbitration. 7
Caltex has drilled a well in Block 50-26 of the United Kingdom
sector, which in June 1967 was reported to have tested 12 million
cubic feet of gas per day; it is located approximately three miles west
of the median line between the United Kingdom and the Netherlands.
As of August 1, 1967, this well is closer to the median line than any
other well in the North Sea which is reported to have tested gas. If this
well is a commercial producer, and if the reservoir into which it was
94The Petroleum (Production) Regulations 1966, Schedule 4, Clause 19.
95 Id., Clause 33.
96 "If a deposit covers several concession areas and the licensees concerned
do not reach agreement, the Ministry may decide that the licensees shall ex-
ploit the deposit jointly, if this is necessary or desirable in order to secure
rational operation or maximum production. The Ministry may also stipulate
rules for such joint exploitation. Every unitization agreement shall be sub-
mitted to the Ministry for approval." Royal Decree of 9 April 1965 for the
Continental Shelf, Sec. 31.
97 The Petroleum (Production) Regulations 1966, Schedule 4, Clause 19.
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drilled extends to the east into the Netherlands sector, international
drainage may occur.
This is but one of the problems which must be faced by the states
on opposite sides of the median line and by their respective licensees.
It is to be rioted in this connection that no concessions have as yet
been granted by the Netherlands on the Continental Shelf." As one
scans the median line to the north it is quite apparent that the same
problem may arise between the United Kingdom and Norway. Both
Norway and the United Kingdom have granted licenses which border
on the median line.
The need for an international conservation plan was foreseen and
on October 6, 1965, the United Kingdom and the Netherlands reached
agreement looking toward a solution. The agreement provides in part
as follows:
If any single geological mineral oil or natural gas structure or
field extends across the dividing line and the part of such struc-
ture or field which is situated on one side of the dividing line is
exploitable, wholly or in part, from the other side of the divid-
ing line, the Contracting Parties will seek to reach agreement as
to the manner in which the structure or field shall be most effec-
tively exploited and the manner in which the costs and proceeds
relating thereto shall be apportioned, after having invited the
licensees concerned, if any, to submit agreed proposals to this
effect. 9
The United Kingdom and Denmark have reached agreement with
Norway providing substantially the same thing."0
To implement the accord reached, United Kingdom Regulations
provide that where
the Minister is satisfied that any strata in the licensed area or any
part thereof form part of an oil field [oil field is defined to in-
98 Three dry holes were drilled on the Netherlands Continental Shelf prior
to the time the Shelf Convention came into force. No concessions, however,
have been granted under the proposed new Netherlands law. World Oil,
July 1967, at 102; Platt's Oilgram, July 26, 1967.
Il Agreement Between the Government of the United Kingdom of Great
Britain and Northern Ireland and the Government of the Kingdom of The
Netherlands Relating to the Exploitation of Single Geological Structures Ex-
tending Across the Dividing Line on the Continental Shelf Under the North
Sea, London, 6 October 1965.
100 Agreement between the Government of the United Kingdom of Great
Britain and Northern Ireland and the Government of the Kingdom of Norway
relating to the Delimitation of the Continental Shelf Between the Two Coun-
tries, London, 10 March 1965; Agreement relating to the Demarcation of the
Continental Shelf between Norway and Denmark, Oslo, 8 December 1965.
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clude a gas field], other parts whereof are in an area to which
the Minister's powers to grant licenses . .. do not apply and
the Minister is satisfied that it is expedient that the oil field
should be worked and developed as a unit in co-operation by
the Licencee and all other persons having an interest in any part
of the oil field, the Minister may from time to time by notice in
writing give to the Licencee such directions as the Minister may
think fit, as to the manner in which the rights conferred by this
Licence shall be exercised. . . . The Licencee shall observe
and perform all such requirements in relation to the licenced
area as may be specified in any such direction. 1 1
Attention should be drawn to the fact that these agreements and
also the United Kingdom Regulations are based on it having been
demonstrated that part of the oil field is on one side and part is on
the other side of the median line. What this probably means is that
only if commercial wells are drilled on both sides of the median line
will the showing be deemed sufficient; otherwise the rule of capture
will apply.
Effective oil and gas conservation practices among the North
Sea states founded on the foregoing type of international agreement
are clearly feasible. The same kind of problem has arisen in the United
States where a reservoir containing a common source of supply of
hydrocarbons lies partly in one state and partly in another. And al-
though there is no express provision in the statutory law of Oklahoma,
Texas, New Mexico, or Kansas touching on this subject, the Con-
servation Commissions of those states have effectively dealt with the
matter in cooperation. In one instance, joint hearings were held by
the Railroad Commission of Texas and the New Mexico Oil Conser-
vation Commission in Santa Fe, New Mexico, and in Austin, Texas,
pursuant to which each Commission promulgated a uniform spacing
and allowable order which was calculated to prevent drainage of oil




Oklahoma currently is accomplishing the same thing without
joint hearings. In recent monthly allowable hearings its Commission
has found that three oil pools situate in the State of Oklahoma also
"extend into the state of Texas . . . and that the wells in Texas are
101 The Petroleum (Production) Regulations 1966, Schedule 4, Clause 20.
102 New Mexico Oil Conservation Commission case No. 672, Order No.
R510 adopting operating rules for the Bronco-Siluro-Devonian Pool, Lea
County, New Mexico, June 15, 1954; Railroad Commission of Texas Special
Order No. 8-29, 645, adopting operating rules for the Bronco (Siluro-Devonian)
Field, Yoackum County, Texas, effective April 7, 1954.
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granted an allowable different from that in Oklahoma." Accordingly,
the Commission has found that "in order to prevent inequities the
allowable should be set equal to the allowable granted by the Railroad
Commission for the Texas wells." 103 Identical orders have also been
entered with respect to two oil pools situate in Oklahoma which also
extend into the State of Kansas."'
If the cooperative action taken by these United States oil produc-
ing states, in the absence of any formalistic legal framework, is any
measure of what can be expected elsewhere in the world, and with in-
ternational accord having already been reached by some of the North
Sea coastal states pursuant to which they "will seek to reach agreement
as to the manner in which the structure or field [which lies on both
sides of the median line] shall be most effectively exploited," it seems
entirely reasonable to conclude that problems involving potential in-
ternational drainage can be solved.
V. Conclusion
The contours of legal doctrine which will be applied to oil and
gas development on the North Sea Continental Shelf are by no means
readily apparent. Wholly apart from whatever complications inter-
national law principles may pose, there are too many varying legal
systems to permit clairvoyance as to all of the major oil and gas
problems, let alone their likely solutions. Many approaches, however,
such as the application of conservation principles and the probable
application of the rule of capture, will not be a wrench from the
mainstream of American oil and gas law. Indeed, it should be fascinat-
ing for American oil and gas lawyers, even those not directly involved,
to observe how much of our oil and gas law will have relevance for the
North Sea.
103 Oklahoma Corporation Commission Order No. 65913, Cause CD No.
26839, paragraph 31 (June-July, 1967).
1041d., Para. 32.
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